
CraftyRachel’s wedding bouquets
It takes some preparation and a bit of help from friends, but you can make your own bouquets 
        for much less than the florist’s price.
One day ahead:
1.  create a staging area
 The day before, find a table or area on the floor that will be your workspace.  You will need large buckets (or a cooler) filled with 
 water, so that you will have a place to store the flowers and keep them alive.  You will also need a stem cutter and a big garbage bag 
 for your clippings.
2. prepare the flowers and filler plants
  For roses, it is important to first remove the outer petals and any other damaged petals.  Cut the stems of both the flowers and the 
 filler plants about 2-3 inches from the bottom at a 45-degree angle, under water, and remove all leaves and thorns.  Rubber gloves 
 will protect your fingers from the sharp points.  Place all flowers and fillers in buckets of water and store them in a cool place, out of 
 the sun.
The wedding day:
3. wrap it up
 If your flowers will be exposed to heat, keep some floral wire on hand, for you can use it to re-attach any flower heads that may fall 
 off during the event.  Before cutting the stems to the desired length, place the flowers into a bunch, beginning with the middle and 
 working out, incorporating the filler plants at regular intervals.  When you have the desired arrangement,, using floral tape, begin 
 to wrap the flower and filler stems together, from 1-2 inches from the top (bloom side), and continuing down approximately 4 
 inches.  You must stretch out the tape as you go to make it sticky, and be sure to overlap the tape by about 1/2 of its width.  Cut the 
 stems 4 inches from the bottom of the floral tape, making sure they all appear to be even.
4. Finishing the bouquet
 You may add a thick ribbon or an antique hankerchief (shown here) to hide the floral tape.  Attach with a brooch and voilà!

What you need for this project:
 - a large bucket, cooler, or plastic milk jugs cut in half, filled with water and flower food
 - 1-2 dozen hearty blooms, such as a roses or calla lilies, per bouquet
 - filler plant, such as hypercium, fern, or ivy
 - one roll floral tape, available at craft stores and usually in green, white, and brown
 - floral wire, for emergency support
 - wire cutters and a stem cutter
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